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Opinions of UM  
vary in Missoula
I  montana
k a i m i n
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA •
By NATASHA JACOBSON
Montana Kalmin Reporter
Citizens of Missoula have differing 
attitudes toward the University of 
Montana.
Daniel Lambros, president of Mis­
soula's Chamber of Commerce, said 
he thought most people realize the 
University is an asset.
Officials Compliment UM
He said he thought the University 
is one of the main reasons people 
choose to live in Missoula. He 
praised UM President Bowers, 
who, he said, has done an excellent 
job in meeting with the business 
community and establishing 
dialogue between the community 
and the University.
Jackie McGiffert, City Council 
member, agreed, noting that the 
University is the second largest em­
ployer in Missoula, and that it con­
tributes a great deal to the economy 
of Missoula.
Mayor Robert Brown said he 
thought there was a good relation­
ship between the community and the 
University.
However, he said that certain 
citizens would probably like to “get 
rid of” some University personnel.
Brown claimed E. W. Pfeiffer, 
zoology professor, and Meyer Ches- 
sln, professor of botany, are two ex­
amples of faculty some citizens 
would like to see leave. They are 
“knotheads," he said.
According to Brown, Pfeiffer Is 
thought to be communistic by some 
people in the community. Trips made 
by Pfeiffer to North Vietnam and his 
“poor-mouthing of America" while in 
Vietnam are the causes of this at­
titude, Brown said.
Streaking also hurt the University’s 
image at the community level, Brown 
said.
He described the Montana Kalmin 
as the single factor that hurts the 
University throughout the state.
Obscene langauge and “poorly 
thought-out articles" were the 
reasons for this attitude, according 
to Brown:
‘Animosity Lessening'
Animosity between the University 
and the business community has 
lessened in the past few years, John 
Schmit, executive vice president of 
the Chamber of Commerce, said. 
Schmit attributed this to greater in­
volvement by University people in 
community business affairs.
If local businessmen have negative 
attitudes toward UM they are 
probably caused by memories of 
militant activity on the UM campus in 
the 1960's, editorials from University 
publications and attacks on old 
values by University people, he said.
Schmit named intercollegiate 
athletics as a threatened value.
He said he thought business
people did not at all agree with or 
understand some students’ desire to 
abolish or reduce the present 
intercollegiate program.
Jack Morton, C ity Council 
member, said that relations between 
the community and the University 
were a "real problem.”
A law professor in the UM business 
school, he said that he thought other 
members of the council were “skep­
tical" of the University and "slightly 
distrustful" of faculty members and 
students.
Morton said he thought this was 
because faculty and students tend to 
be vocal on controversial subjects 
and thus, appear “ radical."
It is unfortunate that university 
people did not become more in­
volved in city matters, he continued. 
He said he thought faculty members 
tend to overlook the local level of 
government, where they could 
perhaps have the greatest effect.
On the state level, Rep. Budd 
Gould, R-Missoula, said he thought 
attitudes unfavorable to UM came 
from legislators from Montana's 
urban centers.
However, Rep. Daniel Kemmis, D- 
Missoula, said that he thought 
negative attitudes directed toward 
UM come from legislators from rural 
areas, particularly in Eastern Mon­
tana.
(Montana Kalmin photo by Al Dekmar)
Marks decries dossier
By WALLY PARKER
Sptcial to the Montana Kalmin
The U.S. Central Intelligence 
Agency has cut back its domestic 
spying, but Americans are still 
threatened by the existence of 
millions of dossiers filed in local 
police departments, a University 
Center Ballroom audience was told 
last night.
The speaker, former state 
department intelligence agent John 
Marks, helped write The CIA and the 
Cult o f Intelligence, a book from 
which courts ordered numerous 
portions deleted p rior to Its 
publication in 1973.
Offenses Listed
"The New York City Police 
Department holds more than a 
million files on individuals," Marks
said. “The Chicago police and others ' 
are the same way."
Marks, who is now director of the 
Center for National Defense Studies 
in Washington, D.C., spoke to a 
crowd of about 700.
M arks ca lled  the C IA a 
“ schizophrenic organization," 
performing both good and bad 
functions.
The "good" side of the CIA, he 
said, is its analytical, information 
gathering function in foreign coun­
tries.
“ It's a legitimate point that the 
President should have information 
about the Soviets—as long as it's 
collected according to law," Marks 
said.
The corresponding "CIA bad" is its 
clandestine side, “the people who 
make things happen in foreign coun­





Newly appointed Central Board 
members view their first terms as 
time for learning about the University 
of Montana and themselves.
Tom Ervin, junior in anthropology 
said yesterday that he decided to ap­
ply for a CB seat because he "always 
saw what was going on at CB 
through the Kalmin, without really 
understanding.”
"Now that I’m on the board, I hope 
to have a better understanding of 
what's going on,” he said.
Four Appointed
Ervin; Rich Ecke, junior In 
journalism; Leslie Drake, sophomore 
in music, and David Hiltner, junior In 
economics, were appointed to fill 
vacant CB positions at the Wednes­
day night board meeting.
Ervin is in Army ROTC, lives in 
married student housing and last 
year was president of the University 
of Montana student chapter of the 
American Civil Liberties Union.
He said he hopes to represent 
several groups on campus, including 
veterans and married students.
Drake said yesterday that she
believed a seat on CB would “give me 
a personal growth."
Once I have a better idea of how it 
(CB) works, I'll be a more active 
member," she added.
She said she is looking forward to 
getting ASUM to help several small 
groups on campus that have been 
overlooked in the past.
Ecke said yesterday that he ap­
plied for the CB seat because he 
believes student government Is im­
portant and can accomplish many 
things.
Until about two years ago, CB was 
a “screwed up” organization, he said. 
However, he continued, it has Im­
proved a lot in the past two years.
“ I provide an additional voice,” 
Ecke said. "I'm not committed to any 
party."
Ecke ran for ASUM vice president 
last year as an Independent Party 
member.
Hiltner was not available for 
comment.
Members Question Sports Costs
None of the four appointees are 
Alliance Party members, but the 
three Interviewed agreed with the 
Alliance stand that UM's football 
program is too costly.
“There is a hell of a lot of waste In 
football," Ecke said.
He added that he does not believe 
the football team needs to have 60 
full scholarships.
Ervin commented, "It seems like a 
lot of money is spent (on athletics), 
and I'm not sure we're getting a 
reasonable return."
However, he said he had no factual 
basis for his opinion. He wanted to 
see figures on athletics before mak­
ing a final determination.
Drake said that she believes the 
athletic program may cost too much, 
but she said she is opposed to 
eliminating football.
“ I think some of the CB members 
are going overboard," she said. 
"Athletics is an important part of the 
campus."
Both Ecke and Ervin said they op­
pose a mandatory student fee to sup­
port athletics.
All three members interviewed ex­
pressed confidence in ASUM, and 
said they believed the present 
student administration is doing a 
fairly good job.
"Student government is always 
effective because it causes debate," 
Ervin said. "At least somebody is 
thinking."
He cited the alleged CIA roles in 
Chile’s revolution and assassination 
attempts on Cuban Premier Fidel 
Castro as examples.
Marks remarked that CIA leaders 
do not consider themselves bad men, 
but that their problem and that of 
agency members in general is a 
willingness “ in the name of national 
security to totally separate personal 
morality from their work.”
CIA Efforts ‘Humorous’
The tone of Marks' speech was 
serious, but he frequently drew 
laughter from the crowd with anec­
dotes of bizarre CIA schemes.
“The CIA tried to disrupt the 
Chinese Cultural Revolution In the 
60’s by radio broadcasts and other 
means,” Marks said.
One of the “other means" of crowd 
dispersal was a Chairman Mao but­
ton which, when worn, caused 
clothes to disintegrate.
He said one of the most significant 
CIA activities was the indirect 
maintenance of the safety of U.S. 
investments.
“Anaconda Copper and ITT 
certainly benefited  fjom  the 
revolution in Chile," Marks said.
Under court order not to discuss 
censored portions of his and Victor 
Marchetti's book, Marks did not 
divulge any deleted portions. But he 
did quote a New York Times story 
which carried one of the deleted 
portions of the book, a remark by 
Secretary of State Heqry Kissinger to 
the Forty Committee, White House 
overseer of the CIA;
"I don't see why we have to stand 
by idly and watch a country go com­
munist, just because of the irres­
ponsibility of its own people."
opinion
Mandatory Fee 
Smacks O f 
Paternalism
F u n d in g  in t e r c o l l e g ia t e
ATHLETICS has bred considerable 
acrimony at the University of Montana 
and with Commission of Higher 
Education Lawrence Pettit.
Pettit and the Board of Regents 
suggest UM students pay a mandatory 
athletic fee, even though UM students, 
through their governing body, Central 
Board, have opted not to fund athletics.
This apparent disregard by Pettit and 
the regents for the student interest not 
only violates every canon of fairness, 
but smacks of paternalism.
This “I know what is best for you” at­
titude insults UM students’ intelligence 
just as only a few years ago, the UM
athletic department insulted the 
students’ intelligence with news of 
work-study fund misuse that cost 
students $175,000 in building fees.
The road to a mandatory athletic fee 
began in 1973 when Atty. Gen. Robert 
Woodahl decided student activity 
funds were state, not student funds. 
(The fees paid by students are not 
tuition, but theoretically expenses 
necessary to operate UM.)
Woodahl’s ruling allows the state to 
control student activity funds paid 
especially for student, not state ac­
tivities.
This summer, the regents and Pettit 
decided intercollegiate athletics is a 
state, not a student activity. Through 
the legislature the regents can now 
fund athletics the same as any other 
university program. This logic ranks 
athletics as an academic discipline.
To cover this extra expense, the 
regents and Pettit have quietly 
suggested UM students be saddled 
with the cost.
Pettit said last week UM students 
should expect to pay a mandatory 
athletic fee.
Apparently, Pettit appointed ardent 
sports enthusiast Edward (Dazz)
Furlong to make ah “impartial study" of 
intercollegiate athletic funding and 
justify a decision already made.
Furlong once played football and 
basketball at UM, but heclaims this will 
not prejudice his report. Nonetheless, 
his final report will be viewed with as­
kance.
The history behind student funding 
of intercollegiate athletics brings out 
some interesting information.
Central Board in 1974 voted not to 
give athletics any student money. The 
money anticipated to come from CB 
was made uja by UM President Richard 
Bowers from a reserve fund which has 
been set up for emergencies in 
university programs.
Last year, after CB voted not to give 
athletics money again, the athletic 
department raised gate prices in an 
attempt to boost revenue.
Now, the Furlong study will be used 
to justify a decision to impose a man­
datory athletic fee on UM students. It 
appears students will have to pick up 
the tab for intercollegiate athletics no 
matter what student opinion is.
Central Board should take a special 
referendum to determine student 
consensus. With this information, CB
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can either effectively dispute or 
sanction a mandatory athletic fee.
In the meantime, the regents should 
explore funding measures other than 
that of taxing an unwilling student 
population.
Richard Kaudy
- le t te r s ______
Whole story needed
Editor: The article “Faculty prospects im­
prove for women,” Oct. 17, 1975, by Linda 
Robbins excluded an important comparison.
Not only do we readers need to know the 
number of women in various faculty positions 
but we need to know the salary comparisons.
Please send Robbins back to the grindstone 




Editor: As a former resident of Vermont, I’d 
like to congratulate National Public Radio on 
its excellent program on The Green Mountain 
State, which was broadcast on KUFM this past 
Sunday. As with Montana, anyone who has 
been to Vermont always returns. Anyone who 
has not traveled through New England in the 




Flathead Wilderness Area Threatened
By MATT REID
&/ERYBODY NEEDS a place to go when things get stuffy. 
People get fed up and want to get away—to the wilds.
A couple of friends, three neatly stuffed frame packs and 
you're off in your rig heading up Highway 93 to Hungry Horse. 
Sixty miles of bumpy, curvy road leads you along the South 
Fork of the Flathead River and into the rugged Spotted Bear 
River country.
A jerk of the pack and the straps hug your shoulders. Alas, 
your Mecca is reality. Walking hardily along the river, you 
smile within anticipating the next bend in the trail. Soon you 
will be confronted by wilderness: excitement flushes through 
your veins.
An alien sound rattles the forest. Ycu round the bend in the 
trail and stop, in shock. The wilderness is gone. A slurping 
slopping oil drill is before you, and beyond it another, and 
another and on it goes. Could you be dreaming? Has your 
Flathead wilderness threshold been turned into a Billings in­
dustrial zone? Your map indicates that you are on the edge of 
the Bob Marshall Wilderness, but before your eyes is a Saudi 
Arabian scene.
Sit down and cry.
Still Room For Wilderness
Fortunately this is not true—yet. There is still room for 
wilderness. There is still room for man.
Montana’s Flathead River country is a wealth of scarce 
commodities, but unfortunately for Montana, some of the 
commodities are minerals. This region is now the target of a 
new massive land exploitation; the bullseye is the South Fork 
and the North Fork of the Flathead River.
North of Montana. Canadians are threatening the integrity
of the Flathead water quality in the United States with plans 
for intensive coal mining on Cabin Creek. The United States is 
demanding that strict standards be met by the culprit com­
panies when they threaten to pollute our Flathead waters.
Such hypocrisy. Our government is planning to foul its own 
nest first.
The Bureau of Land Management has received oil and gas 
lease applications on 236,000 acres of National Forest lands in 
Flathead county adjacent to the North and Middle Fork 
tributaries of the Flathead River. Although the Forest Service 
does not make the final decision on the leases, it has impact 
with its recommendations to the BLM. The Forest Service, 
which is responsible for surface management, has 
recommended about 200,000 of the acres be leased for oil and 
gas exploration even though disturbance to water quality, soil 
and biota will be evident and adverse, according to the Forest 
Service draft Environment Impact Statement on the subject.
Mineral Leasing Is Legal
Legally the lease applications are valid in accordance with 
the Mineral' Leasing Act of 1920. The leasing involves ex­
ploration and development if oil and gas are detected. The 
degree of development, which could range from drilling to 
full-scale plant production sites, is dependent on the amount 
of oil or gas discovered. The statement of objectives in the 
draft impact statement indicates exploration and 
development of other minerals will also be attempted. This 
reeks of coal.
To open the Flathead country to this kind of development 
would begin the end of the area as it is known today. Some say 
the land as it is is wasteland. Some say development would 
mean ruin. Here are some reasons why we should not open 
the area for mineral exploitations:
1. The water quality will deteriorate. To what degree 
remains uncertain. It is usually a bad sign when aquatic 
deterioration cannot be quantified. The Flathead River 
System remains one of the highest quality in the world; can we 
afford to let it become a mining toilet?
2. Five threatened and endangered species of wildlife 
inhabit both areas of the Middle Fork-Rocky Mountain wolf, 
grizzly bear. Peregrine Falcon, west slope cutthroat trout and 
the Dolley Varden trout. Development in these animals' 
ranges would bring up confrontations in courts and in ethics.
3. Large herds of elk, deer, moose and mountain goat 
winter throughout these drainages during the harshest 
portion of their life cycles. Any disturbances could harm 
populations. The Forest Service stipulates that development 
be in the summer only; but many animals bear young on these 
winter grounds and do not move out until the end of June.
4 Three major proposed wilderness areas are being 
s udied by the Forest Service. All or portions of them are in­
cluded within the leasing boundaries.
5. The recreation base of both areas will deteriorate.
... . .......cvciywnere. ooniinuaiion c
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CAMPAIGN BESET BY PROBLEMS
Campus pub issue reopened by SUB chairman
By BRYAN ABAS
Montana Kalmin Reporter
The long, involved process of try­
ing to get a pub on campus is gaining 
momentum again.
Since 1971, students have tried to 
secure a license to Sell beer on cam­
pus. Each attempt has failed.
For the past two years, student 
leaders have been researching these 
attempts and studying similar cam­
paigns on other university cam­
puses. They now believe they can 
begin lining up support foranew pub 
campaign.
The man at the controls this time 
around is Dan Cobb.
Cobb, a junior in political sci­
ence, was appointed chairman of 
the Student Union Board (SUB) fall 
1974 and has devoted much of his 
time to the pub issue.
SUB governs policy in the 
University Center (UC), which is 
where the pub would probably be 
located.
Cobb met last week with three key 
administration members, President 
R ichard Bowers, A u x ilia ry  
Enterprises director James Brown 
and UC director Ray Chapman in an 
effort to secure their support for the 
pub proposal.
Auxiliary Enterprises oversees all 
non-academic services provided by 
the University.
‘Timely Topic'
Cobb said last Tuesday that the 
meetings were "not bad, but not 
good."
"They agreed that it was a good 
and timely topic, but they weren't 
ready to jump in on It just yet," Cobb 
said.
Cobb added that “ I’ve come to the 
conclusion that Bowers can’t move 
on the pub idea too quickly. The 
president Is in too delicate a position 
to work on It for us, but I don't think 
he is going to shoot us down.” 
Chapman said Monday that he 
supports the pub idea. He said he is 
satisfied with the results of last 
week's meetings.
Brown said he does not foresee 
any “concerted opposition" to the 
pub proposal from the ad­
ministration.
Bowers said yesterday that the es­
tablishment of a pub study com­
mittee is “something we definitely 
intend to do."
"What I hope to get from this com­
mittee," he said, “ is a measure of the 
feeling on campus of whether the 
pub is a good thing.
“While I see nothing wrong with a 
pub on campus, I do not want to take 
a position of active support for the 
idea until I see the committee's 
report."
Looking for Student Support 
In the meantime, Cobb plans to 
conduct an extensive survey of 
student attitudes toward the pub 
proposal.
“The administration’s feeling is 
that I am pushing this proposal 
alone,”  Cobb explained.
Cobb said he hopes to find strong 
student support on which to base the 
campaign.
ASUM President John Nockleby 
was reluctant to comment on Cobb’s 
efforts.
Nockleby said he has asked Cobb 
to submit to him a written report on 
the campaign within two weeks.
Nockleby said that although he 
thinks the pub idea “has merit," a lot 
more research needs to be done.
Asked if he would support an 
allocation from Central Board to hire 
a lawyer to assist Cobb, Nockleby 
said he is not sure.
"If a pub would be a benefit to the
PUBLICATION BOARD 
VACANCIES 
Apply at ASUM, UC105 
Deadline is 
Fri., Oct. 24, 5 p.m.
UC, then I think the UC ad­
ministration would jump at the op­
portunity to contribute to such a 
worthwhile cause," Nockleby said.
In a telephone interview Wednes­
day from Bozeman, ASMSU 
President Jim McLean said the issue
of “a pub in the sub" Is also being 
studied at MSU.
C om m issioner o f H igher 
Education Larry Pettit said Tuesday, 
"Off hand, I'd have no objection to a 
pub on campus, although we must 
consider all of the ramifications of 
such a proposal.
“ I will back-up your president in 
whatever he decides."
Legal Barriers
There are several legal barriers to 
getting a pub on campus that must 
be overcome.
The city of Missoula has zoned the 
university campus “P-11,” Public 
Lands and Institutions District.
Dave Wilcox, member of the Mis­
soula City-County Planning Board, 
said yesterday this zoning clas­
sification does not specifically allow 
for the sale of alcohol.
In the absence of such a clause, 
Wilcox explained, the sale of alcohol 
is prohibited.
Cobb said he is hopeful that a 
recent ruling by state Attorney 
General Robert Woodahl may be 
helpful in establishing that local zon­
ing ordinances do not apply to state 
property.
Woodahl ruled last February in a 
letter to UM Administrative Vice 
President George Mitchell that “The 
University of Montana is not subject 
to local municipal zoning ordinances 
or regulations of the City of Missoula 
in acquiring and utilizing real
property contiguous to the central 
campus for University purposes."
It is unclear whether this ruling ap­
plies to the sale of beer on campus.
Woodahl could not be reached for 
comment.
Woodahl said, however, in his
letter to Mitchelf, “ It is the general 
rule of most jurisdictions that 
municipal zoning regulations or res­
trictions usually do not apply to the 
state or any of its subdivisions or 
agencies, unless the legislature has 
clearly manifested a contrary intent."
Woodahl went on to say that he 
found no such intent concerning 
UM.
State Prohibitions
At the state level, there are two 
Montana laws which would appear to 
prohibit the sale of beer on the 
university campus.
First, it is against the law to sell 
alcohol on state property.
However, it Is unclear whether the 
UC is state property.
According to Nockleby, that ques­
tion is a murky one.
Since student fees are helping 
pay-off the bonds on the UC, It 
appears students have a stake in the 
UC, Nockleby explained.
He said, technically, the bond 
commitments were signed by the 
Board of Regents, making the board 
the owner.
In addition, state law prohibits the 
purchase of alcohol with state 
monies.
Since Cobb would be asking 
ASUM for financial backing for the 
pub, the issue of whether student 
monies are state monies is im­
portant.
Woodahl has ruled that student
monies are state monies, but Cobb 
said he is willing to challenge that 
ruling in court if necessary.
In the absence of any definitive rul­
ing on these questions, Cobb would 
be forced to go to the state 
legislature to get the law changed. 
The legislature does not meet again 
until 1977.
License Quota Filled
Tom Mulholland, the license 
bureau chief of the Department of 
Revenues Liquor Division for the 
state of Montana, said Wednesday 
that Montana state beer licenses are 
issued on the basis of local 
population.
The Missoula area has already 
filled its quota for beer licenses, 
Mulholland said.
Unless Missoula's population in­
creases significantly and a new cen­
sus taken, Mulholland said, it is 
unlikely that the Missoula area will 
receive any more beer licenses until 
1980.
Thus, any student organization 
seeking such a license would have to 
secure the transfer of an existing 
license, Mulholland explained.
The purchase figure for such a 
license is unclear, but estimates 
range from $8,000 to $13,000, ac­
cording to a legal memorandum 
prepared in 1973 by a local law firm 
for SUB.
The student organization would 
then have to submit a request for 
license transfer approval with the 
state liquor division, Mulholland 
said.
The liquor division would 
determine if the "public convenience 
and necessity” are served by the 
transfer.
He said the liquor division informs 
the Montana Taverns Association 
(MTA) of any transfer requests "as a 
matter of courtesy."
Harold Herndon, former president
of the Missoula area chapter of the 
MTA, said yesterday it is unlikely the 
MTA would object to a transfer of a
Herndon added that during the 
past 14 years over half of the beer 
licenses in Missoula changed hands...
The situation would be different, 
however, Herndon said, if the 
students were seeking establishment 
of a new license.
Economic concerns would 
probably bring opposition frdm the 
MTA to such a proposal, Herndon 
said, because the population-beer 
license ration would be reduced.
Lynne Huffman, former SUB 
chairman and former ASUM vice 
president, has worked on past pub 
campaigns. He said Tuesday one of 
the reasons forthe failure of past pub 
efforts was the lack of continual sup­
port from ASUM.
He said, “You can't get a pub on 
campus without some continuous 
funding and support from ASUM.
“Cobb needs a lot more support 
than he Is getting. An apathetic 
student body may be the biggest 




Would you like an attractive hand-embroidered 
dress blouse or western shirt?
THE STITCHERY, in the Potpourri, 
has just what you are looking for!!!!
We have designed our own line of clothing and had it custom made. Our 
prices are the lowest in town on hand-embroidered, imported clothingl 
SHIRTS and BLOUSES: $9.00-$15.00!
Come and check us out at THE STITCHERYI 
In the Hammond-Arcade, downtown Missoula. 728-9732




Meeting for Club Representatives 
Today 4:00—Montana Rooms, U.C.
WORDEN’S i s  y o u r  
KEG HEADQUARTERS
Coldest Beer in Town 
Beer’s Best Buddy 
Ready-Made Sandwiches 
Open Every Day—8 a.m.-12 p.m.
History o f on-campus 
pub campaign
This is a brief outlined history of the efforts to get a pub on campus 
at the University of Montana.
• May, 1971—ASUM President John Christensen applies to the 
Montana Liquor Control Board for a retail beer license. Submits 
$250 deposit.
•  June, 1971—Christensen asks for a two-month delay on the ap­
plication to get the Missoula City Council to change its zoning of 
university property to permit the sale of liquor.
•  Fall, 1971—City Council denies zoning change request.
• June, 1972—Clark Hansen, then president of University Liquid 
Assets Corporation, looks into pub campaign.
• September, 1972—Montana Liquor Control Board informs 
ASUM that Missoula has filled its quota for beer licenses and 
refunds $250 deposit.
•  October, 1973—ASUM President Gary South asks other 
university student body presidents for ideas about a possible joint 
pub campaign.
•  October, 1973—SUB chairman Lynne Huffman hires local law 
firm to write memorandum on legal ramifications of pub campaign. 
$700 allocated by CB.
•  Winter, 1974—Montana Student Lobby successfully urges pas­
sage of a system of temporary beer permits.
• .Fall, 1974—Dan Cobb appointed SUB chairman.
Brown to veto  co u n c il 
to b ack  T e le p ro m p te r
Mayor Robert Brown will veto a 
City Council decision to back a 
resolution opposing cable television 
‘‘blackouts" because he feels the City 
Council lacks “expertise" in the 
matter.
Brown said yesterday he will 
present his written veto to the coun­
cil Monday night. ‘
The Teleprompter Cable TV 
resolution requests that the City 
Council ask the Federal Com­
munication Commission to deny 
KGVO-TV's petition for “same-day 
non-duplication” of programming.
KGVO-TV has petitioned the FCC 
to prohibit Teleprompter cable from 
broadcasting any programs that 
KGVO airs the same day. If the 
petition is granted, as many as 12 
programs a day may be deleted from
the cable company's program 
schedule, according to James 
Robinow, Teleprompter manager.
Larry Copper, KGVO news direc­
tor, said the petition to the FCC was 
filed to protect KGVO's economic 
stability and quality of its broadcasts.
Cooper explained that the station 
receives its revenue from local and 
national TV advertisers. He said the 
station’s advertising rates are based 
on how many viewers watch a 
particular program.
If the number of KGVO viewers 
drops because they are watching 
cable TV, Cooper said, the revenues 
to KGVO will drop. He said the 
quality and quantity of KGVO’s 
programming, such as news and 
local documentaries, could be 
affected.
’s dec is ion  
reso lu tion
The City Council decided byavote 
of 6 to 4 Monday to adopt 
Teleprompter’s resolution. One 
member of the council was absent, 
another abstained.
Brown said he will veto the coun­
cil's decision because he feels the 
council should not interfere in a dis­
pute between two local businesses. 
He said the FCC has all the in­
formation and expertise to reach 
such a decision while the council 
does not.
The council could override the 
mayor’s veto with a two-thirds ma­
jority vote.
Either way, the resolution is only a 
suggestion to the FCC, and is not 
binding on the FCC in any way.
Results of bus petition 
to be announced today
The results of a petition drive for a 
Missoula mass transit system will be 
made public today.
Richard Smith, member of Mayor 
Robert Brown’s Citizens Advisory 
Committee on Mass Transit, said
UM  receives grant 
to study Indians 
of Northern Plains
A grant of $24,703 has been 
awarded to the University of Mon­
tana anthropology department for 
studies of Northern Plains Indians.
Katherine Weist, professor of an­
thropology, said yesterday that the 
first task of the Northern Plains 
Ethnohistory project will be to 
produce a bibliography dealing witfj 
Native American culture on the 
Northern Plains from 1690 to 1890.
The bibliography should be a 
useful tool in research, Weist said, 
and will be available in the UM library 
when finished.
Weist said UM money will be 
added to the grant from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities, 
bringing the total funding for the pro­
ject to about $30,000. The UM money 
will pay for salaries, the use of a 
research room and other overhead, 
she said.
Susan Sharrock, anthropology 
faculty affiliate, and two graduate 
students from that department will 
help research the project.
From the bibliography, a detailed 
analysis of the Northern Plains In­
dian culture, with emphasis on the 
effects upon it by fur trade and white 
settlers, will be made, Weist said.
A map of the Great Plains, drawn 
specifically for work on the project, 
was made by UM advanced 
cartography students, she said.
Weist said state archives are being 
studied for information and ad­
ditional grants are being sought for 
investigating out of state archives.
She said information on Northern 
Plains Indians from the National 
Archives is available on microfilm in 
the UM library.
The p re lim in a ry  p ro je c t  
bibliography should be published by 
April, Weist said.
“The flush toilet is the basis of 
Western civilization." . . . Alan Coult
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yesterday the results of the drive will 
be released at a 5 p.m. meeting in 
Room 605 of the Western Montana 
Bank building, Broadway and 
Higgins.
If the petition drive has produced 
more than 6,700 verified signatures, 
the county commissioners will hold a 
public hearing on the proposal. They 
will then decide whether the 
proposal will be presented to the 
voters in a special election or in the 
April school district election.
If the petition drive fails to gather 
the 6,700 signatures, the proposal 
will be "dead," according to County 
C om m ission C hairm an Lud 
Browman.
Browman said the whole process, 
including the petition drive, would 
have to be repeated in orderto revive 
the issue.
f  : ^goings on
•  A c t iv i t ie s  F a ir  T a b le  
Reservations due today, Lodge 101.
•  Lutheran Student Movement, 7 
tonight, the Ark.
•  International Folk Dancing, 7:30 
tonight, Men's Gym.
• Baha’i Film Festival, 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. today, UC 260 A.
•  Narnia Coffeehouse, tonight 
and tomorrow night, basement of the 
Ark, live music.
•  Lacross Club Practice, 2 p.m. 
Sunday, Men's Gym.
• Dinner, 5:30 p.m. Sunday, the 
Ark.
•  Wesley Foundation Dinner, 5:30 
p.m. Sunday. Dinner, 50 cents.
•  M ixe d  D o u b le s  8 -b a ll 
tournament, 7 p.m. Sunday. Sign-up 
at Rec Center. Entry fee, $1.75.
• Kyi-Yo Indian Club, 7:30 p.m. 
Monday, 730 Eddy.
•  Bicentennial Youth Debates, 
contact Prof. Crites, LA 346.
• Gary Gustafson, seminar on 







*  ALL MAKES A MODELS 
CUSTOM PAINT MATCHING 
AUTO PAINT BAKING 
OVEN
AUTO GLASS INSTALLED 
LEAK FREE
FRONT END ALIGNMENT 
FRAME STRAIGHTENING
For Your
Estimate On Paint 
and Repairs
w m
c a l l  r o n  549-2347
l , M t t  719 STRAND AVE.
Stephens & Strand Ave.
Luke’s Tavern invites mellow 
people to visit in a Missoula 
Bar. See the entire collection 
of Lee Nye’s famous “ Eddie’s 
C lub ” portra its , o rig ina l 
woodcuts and ceramics by 
Jay Rummel, the most 
outstanding Country Juke Box in town and a 
pleasant atmosphere to relax in. Monday nights 
we will have poetry readings and ballads by Pat 
Todd, Dave Thomas and Jay Rummel. 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights John 
States and Carl Hutchins will be picking great 
music. Luke’s is going to be the best bar in 
Missoula, but we need your help.
Sincerely,
Lucas T. Drifter
Luke’s Tavern, 231 W. Front 
(It's not the I Don’t Know any longer)
DON CORNISH (In background) solicits student signatures on a petition for 
an initiative ballot that would require higher standards in nuclear power 
plants. (Montana Kaimin photo by Dave Lowrey)
GIVE US A TRY— YOU’LL BE BACK!
The Historic
PARK HOTEL
Now Presenting the 
Finest Country-Rock Music 
In Town:
LANCE ROMANCE
a few good miracles 
along about now.
Like a miracle of love. And a miracle of 
dedication and concern for our fellow man. 
This is the work of the Holy Cross Fathers.
To serve our fellow man, and to make the 
world a better place in which to live. W hat 
about you? If a total commitment is what 
you're looking for, join us. Odds are you'll 
never turn water into wine, but you will help 
turn hatred into love. And that is the greatest 
miracle of them all.
For in fo rm a tio n  w rite  o r v is it• 
FATHER JOSEPH CAREY, C S C  
H O LY CROSS FATHERS
BOX 541
ST. JOSEPH HALL 
NOTRE DAME, IND. 46556
DOONESBURY
fdub THE Horn's ALL
U l l r  MINE, JIMMY! TTS 
, r  AU/WS A PLEASURE
)  'bye, mr. tomeetthesioux 
'  r k p m  cnYELtsauB 
ms AN 'BOYOFTNE MR.
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MPEA contract vote predicted close
news briefs By THEASSOCIATED PRESS
A behavior-change box, four-feet-by-four-feel with a six foot ceiling, 
is being used by the Boulder River School and Hospital to alter behavior 
patterns of mentally retarded children, according to Dick Swenson. Swenson, 
the director of the Title 1 project at theschool, said Boulder facility has two of 
the boxes. A similar box was being used in Butte until Wednesday, when the 
Butte School Board called for a halt to the practice. The discovery that the 
boxes were being used in at least two special-education situations in Mon­
tana prompted Rep. Joe Quilici, D-Butte, to call for an investigation.
The Federal Trade Commission rejected a judge's advice yesterday and 
decided to go ahead with a two-year-old antitrust action against the eight ma­
jor U.S. oil companies. The suit accuses the companies of raising consumer 
prices and company profits. An administrative law judge of the FTC had 
recommended that the commission launch a new broad-scale investigation 
of the industry. Named in the FTC antitrust suit are Exxon, Gulf, Shell, Tex­
aco, Mobil, Atlantic Richfield, Standard Oil of California and Standard Oil of 
Indiana.
The results of a University of Mon­
tana staff employe contract vote will 
be close, predicts Tom Schneider.
Schneider, executive director of 
the Montana Public Employes' As­
sociation (MPEA), said the contract 
UM personnel voted on yesterday 
has already been approved by em­
ployes of three units of the Montana 
University System.
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Staff members who do not want to 
pay the $2 dues and who will not stay 
in their UM positions long enough to 
reap benefits from MPEA’S 
negotiations, he said, could defeat 
the contract.
The contract contains non-wage 
agreements on subjects such as job 
security and maternity leave and also 
provides for wage negotiations, 
which would begin about March 1.
Employes of Eastern Montana
College at Billings, Montana State 
University at Bozeman and Montana 
College of Mineral Science and 
Technology at Butte have approved 
the contract with only three negative 
votes among them, Schneider said.
The MPEA represents non- 
academic and non-supervisory staff 
members at the three schools in ad­
dition to about 550 personnel at the 
University of Montana.
The state's assassination-conspiracy case against Lavon Bretz and Mer- 
rel Cline took a new twist yesterday as the two were accused of perjury, 
tampering with witnesses dnd manufacturing evidence in connection with 
their impending trial. Six new charges were filed during a preliminary hearing 
conducted by District Court Judge Robert Boyd on previous charges that 
Cline and Bretz had conspired to have Atty. Gen. Robert Woodahl and Special 
Prosecutor Dick Dzivi assassinated.
Responding to pleas from Patricia Hearst’s attorneys for emergency 
psychiatric treatment, a federal judge gave her defense team permission 
yesterday to bring their own psychiatrist to her jail cell. However, U.S. District 
Judge Oliver Carter stressed that under no circumstances would he allow the 




Authentic Foods o f the World
Austrian Russian
■Greek Italian
South American Y  ugoslav
Chinese Lebanese
Hungarian Serbian
Serving Luncheon and Dinner 




Now you can afford to dine out often. Every night we offer a 
different $2.95 dinner special. It might be Cornish Game 
Hens, Barbecued Ribs, Swiss Steak, Stuffed Pork Chops, 
Liver and Onions. And, it’s a full course dinner! 
Unbelieveable until you’ve tried it —  truly unbeatable once 
you have.
For dining and entertainment as good 
as gold at yesterday’s prices.
1210 WEST BROADWAY
(Form erly the  R ed L ion S upper C lub)
m
n Steak House & Lounge [ i





$24.95Downtown at ^  ”
5 MasterCharge 
§  BankAmericard
Open Mon. & Fri. 'til Nine ^ 9 9  s
EAR PIERCING a n d  
EARRINGS only $7.50
It’s fashionable, quick and pain free!
Free yourself from the limited selection of un­
comfortable, easily lost clip-on earrings. Isn't it 
time you entered the new and beautiful world of 
fashion jewelry. Price includes a pair of 14 kt. 
gold ball earrings and a complimentary case to 
hold your new earrings.
(Anyone under 18 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian)
’/ a
/ ^ T ^ L E R S
"The House of Fine Diamonds" 
FLORENCE HOTEL BLDG.
record §
T C V i e W S V tf By MARK OSTEEN
:j| Reinforcements
Brian Auger's Oblivion Express
§•: Reinforcements, the newest
|  release from this underrated 
8  English keyboard player and his 
band, is a successful musical ef- 
$  fort and should be commercially 
& successful as well.
£ji The name Oblivion Express has 
8  been appropriate until now, as 
Auger never has received the 
:j:i popular. acceptance afforded 
■K lesser talents. His sidemen also 
have been generally anonymous, 
•8 although a few have gone on to be 
»  recognized In other bands.
Reinforcements will appeal to 
»  popular music lovers, but is a treat 
•X\ for jazz lovers, too. 
s  In general, the Auger sound on 
8  this album is rhythm and blues 
oriented, making one wonder just 
8  how much he has been listening 
to Stevie Wonder of late. The
sense of deja-vu is striking at 
times, especially on Thoughts 
from Afar, a dreamy ballad a la 
Wonder’s innervisions and Plum, 
a jazzy love song with echoes of 
Marvin Gaye.
Vocalist Alex Ligertwood dis­
plays phenomenal range and his 
scat singing is refreshingly clear 
and controlled. He continually 
uses his voice with overdubs to 
contribute unusual tonal colors to 
the musical fabric, at times 
resembling another keyboard.
Although the singing is fine, 
putting the songs' lyrics on the 
jacket for the reader to see 
lines like "Woo ooh woh oh oh” 
several times is a mistake. At 
other times the lyrics fit the mood 
well, but would be better left for 
the listener to hear, not read, for 
himself.
The rest of the Express meshes 
very tightly. They are a versatile 
outfit. Every member has con­
tributed at least one composition, 
so the styles range from funk to 
Latin jazz. Each format is ex­
ecuted with flawless taste.
The instrumentals, Something 
Out of Nothing (a cooking jazz 
samba featuring some competent 
flute playing by bassist Clive 
C ha m a n , in  d u e t w ith  
Ligertwood’s sax-like vocal) and 
Brain Damage (a nice little funk 
piece with an interesting web of 
cross-rhythms) feature Auger on 
organ and piano, respectively. His 
playing is tasty and original, 
unlike many jazz keyboard men 
who often copy Herbie Hancock 
or McCoy Tyner slavishly.
The Big Yin, an elegy to former 
Oblivion Express (and Average 
White Band) drummer Robbie 
McIntosh (who overdosed at 
C her's  fam ous p a rty  in 
September, 1974) contains some 
very interesting semimystical
4C
Eastern lyrics combined with a a  
hypnotic Indian pedal tone drone, a  
At the opposite pole is Foolish js 
Girl, penned by Chaman, a R & B 
inflected ditty with an infectious 8  
refrain and some Wonder-ful a  
keyboard and vocals (even the "% 
lyrics resemble the joyful idealism a  
of Wonder). These two contain jr 
the best moments in the album. a  
Reinforcements will be a j |  
commercial success because of -8 
the eclecticism and versatility of 
its music. I prefer Auger when he -8 
sounds least like anyone else, but 8  
a bow to the populace for him will j? 
make the band's “oblivion" tag 
less appropriate. $
Though this is a very' likable g  
product, it is musically inferior to 
Auger’s previous work. It will no 
doubt sell better, a sad 
commercial phenomenon music % 
lovers have contended with for % 
years. gj
Buy this album for its original ;8 
work, not for the derivative stuff. 8
Fund-raising 
concert is set
Four bands will perform in a 10- 
hour rock concert in the University 
Center Ballroom on Nov. 9, from 2 
p.m. to midnight.
According to Stan Grossman, 
fund-raiser for the Sussex School, 
202 W. Sussex, the bands performing 
are Sweet Freedom, Moses, Piece 
Meal and Wings of Freedom. 
Proceeds go to the privately-run, 
"alternative school."
Program Council will co-sponsor 
the show, thus allowing the school to 
receive a student discount rate for 
rental of the Ballroom.
Other co-sponsors are Rock and 
Roll Promotions, which arranged for 
the bands to play at no charge, and 
KYLT radio, which will donate 
advertising time.
Tickets go on sale next week at the 
UC Ticket Office. Admission price is 
$1.50. Tickets also will be available at 
the door.
The uncompromising ones.
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HP-25 Scientific Programmable 
$195.00*
The calculations you face require no less.
Today, even so-called “non-technical” courses 
(psych, soc, bus ad; to name 3) require a vari­
ety of technical calculations—complicated cal­
culations that become a whole lot easier when 
you have a powerful pocket calculator.
Not surprisingly, there are quite a few such 
calculators around, but ours stand apart, and 
ahead. We started it all when we introduced the 
world’s first scientific pocket calculator back in 
1972, and we’ve shown the way ever since.
The calculators you see here are our newest, 
the first of our second generation. Both offeryou 
technology you probably won’t find in compet­
itive calculators for some time to come, if ever.
Our HP-21 performs all arithmetic, log and 
trig calculations, including rectangular/polar 
conversions and common antilog evaluations.
It’s display is fully formatted, so you can choose 
between fixed decimal and scientific notation.
Our HP-25 does all that—and much, much 
more. It’s programmable, which means it can 
solve automatically the countless repetitive 
problems every science and engineering student 
faces.
With an HP-25, you enter the keystrokes 
necessary to solve the problem only once. 
Thereafter, you just enter the variables and 
press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant 
answer accurate to 10 digits.
Before you invest in a lesser machine, by all 
means do two things: ask your instructors 
about the calculations their courses require; and 
see for yourself how effortlessly our calculators 
handle them.
Both the HP-21 and HP-25 are almost 
certainly on display at your bookstore. If not, 
call us, toll-free, at 800-538-7922 (in Calif. 
800-662-9862) for the name of an HP dealer 
near you.
H E W L E T T PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
Dept. 658B, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
nipt
•Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxes— 
Continental U.S., Alaska k Hawaii.
reviews sports shorts
‘Other S ide’ reeks of soapy sentiment




The World, through Oct. 28
The Other Side of the Mountain is 
an act of cruelty on the part of 
Hollywood.
It is the celluloid equivalent of a 
hunter who shoots rabbits with a 
bazooka. Billed as the “true story” of 
skier Jill Kinmont, it ruthlessly plays 
on the audience’s emotions with the 
artistic subtley of a train derailment.
This is uncalled for; Americans are 
a soft touch for tear-jerkers anyway.
Despite its leanings toward 
‘mellerdramer,’ the film does get 
through to its audience. Director 
Larry Peerce avoids a common pitfall 
by not portraying the 'heroine' as a 
saint.
Because Marilyn Hassett gives a 
good performance as the teen-aged 
Kinmont, the audience is moved. It 
found itself cheering her on toward 
the Olympics.
Then comes The Tragedy. In her 
desire to succeed against tough 
competition, the poor girl makes an 
error of judgment and tumbles 
headlong down a mountain.
The quality of the script improves 
at this point. Kinmont’s struggle to
regain mobility and her desire to 
become ‘useful’ are realistic and 
touching. The romance which 
develops between the girl and an
almost-reformed daredevil is well- 
written; the characters really belong 
together.
Without trying to be, the movie 
also is a scathing comment on 
society's attitude toward disabled 
people. While things have improved 
since the 1950s, people still hate to 
face facts.
Parallels with Love Story arise, but 
they are weak. The main similarity is 
that both stories are told in flashback 
form. Some viewers find this objec­
tionable; the method softens the 
shock of theending. It is the only hint 
of softness in The Other Side.
Another problem is with the 
neglect given to setting a mood. 
Director Peerce is too busy plucking 
heartstrings.
The Other Side certainly is not a 
film for leaky-eyed teenyboppers, 
although this group formed a large 
part of Wednesday’s audience.
On the other hand, maybe it is. 
Where The Other Side is concerned, 
there is a bit of teenybopper in all of 
us.
By DAVE TRIMMER —
The battle forfootball supremacy in Montana takes place tomorrow when 
the University of Montana Grizzlies travel to Bozeman for their traditional 
rival-game with the Montana State Bobcats.
But the game is more than just a rivalry this year, as both teams have a 
shot at the Big Sky championship. The Boise State Broncos lead the 
conference with a 3 and 0 and 1 record, while the UM, MSU and Idaho State 
teams all have one conference loss. The loser of tomorrow's contest will be 
out of contention for the title.
The Grizzlies are rated 10th in the UPI power poll and sixth in the AP poll. 
The BSU team is fifth and fourth, respectively, in the polls while ISU is 11th 
and eighth.
Tom Clift of the Grizzlies was named Big Sky defensive player of the week 
for his performance in UM’s 14 to 3 victory over Idaho last weekend. Clift 
recovered two fumbles, one on the Idaho 12-yard line, which led to the 
Grizzlies' first touchdown. He ran an interception back 27 yards for the other 
UM score.
Washington State’s Kenyan runners led the Cougars to a 17 to 43 victory 
over the University of Montana cross country team Saturday.
Joshua Kimeto, Samson Kimonbwa and John Ngeno paced all runners 
over the four-mile course at the UM golf course. Kimeto was first, Kimonbwa 
second, Guy Arbogast of WSU third and Ngeno fourth.
Doug Darko and Hans Templeman led the Grizzlies, finishing fifth and 
sixth.
Tomorrow the UM cross country team will be in Bozeman to run against 
the MSU team. The competition will begin at 11:30 a.m.
The UM women's volleyball team posted a 3 to 2 record last weekend in 
the Northwest Nazarene Invitational tournament.
The UM team defeated Boise State, Idaho and Blue Mountain Com­
munity College. The victories brought the team record to 4 and 7. Eastern 











Wheat Germ Oil 
Kelp
Garlic & Parsley 
Lecithin
WE RECYCLE SACKS 
AND CLEAN JARS 
WITH LIDS.






BLUE JEAN and CORDUROY JACKETS $12.50 
Were $20.00 and $22.00
BLUE JEAN and CO RD URO Y.................. $  10.00
Were $15.00 and $16.50
LEISURE SHIRTS ........................................  $12.00
Were $16.00
TEE SHIRTS, Short Sleeve Patterns $  3.00
Values to $10.00 and *  g  q q
SPORT SHIRTS, Short S leeve........... ...... $  6.99
Values to $12.50
WORK WEAR SPECIAL *  .  .  .  _
Shirt, Wool B len d .........................................  $ 1 1 . 1 5
Were $13.95
P r i ! n < r
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Enjoy this great new  drink from Mexico!
We’re passing along the recipe used by Mexico City's 
famed Las Piramides bar. The secret is in the way these 
two great liquors blend so well with orange juice. Try 
one, there’s nothing 
like it. Caramba!
1 oz. S o u th ern  Com fort 
14 oz. tequila  
-Orange juice
Fill a highball glass with ice 
cubes. Add the tequila and 
Southern Comfort. Fill with 
juice, stir and add a cherry.
You know it's got to be g ood. . .  when it's made with
Southern C om fort
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 100 PROOF LIQUEUR. ST. LOUIS. MO. 63132
The Mansfield Lecture 
Series
Presents
Daniel Ellsberg Oct. 29 
George Ball Oct. 30 








Montana Rooms, U.C. Noon
Gen. Admission Tickets $2.50 




Ellsberg Wed. 8 p.m.
Ball Thurs. 8 p.m. 
Rostow Fri. 3-5 p.m.
A n t h o n y  a n d  J o s e p h
Duo-Pianists
(Two Pianos or One Piano, Four Hands)
SATURDAY 
NOVEMBER 1n U lL l f lD t lV  I ^ U C  A x  OFFICE
8:00 P.M. / y j  k ’ \  I L  M M E ^ ^ M ’ILE
UC BALLROOM ^ ^ l 0 t ? E C T R O N ] f i f t  ^







111 West 57th Sveef 
New York New York 10019
: \ 
.classified ads_________________  '
Indian center 
may be built 
in Montana
A National Indian Gerontology 
Center may be established in Mon­
tana, Earl Brennen, University of 
Montana social work professor, said 
recently.
Gerontology is the scientific study 
of old age.
A workshop on Indian Aging, held 
in September at UM, attracted about 
25 people.
Brennen said the purpose of the 
workshop was "to gather information 
on the special circumstances of 
elderly Indians and to propose 
suggestions for improving programs 
for such persons.”
Video tapes made of the workshop 
may be used as a basis for a U.S. 
Senate hearing on the proposed es­
tablishment of the gerontology 
center.
Twin Bridges is the site being “ac­
tively considered" for the geron­
tology center, according to Brennen.
Indian representatives have con­
tacted the state government about 
possibly using facilities of the former 
Children’s Home in Twin Bridges.
Brennen said that if the geron­
tology center is established, a lease 
with the state government, costing 
the Indians a “ nominal amount," 
would probably be arranged.
Aging Indians have trouble getting 
available services because of 
transportation problems and they 
sometimes have difficulty fitting In 
culturally when they are able to 
reach the available services, he said.
The Montana Committee for the 
Humanities has been asked to 
finance  a N orth  A m e rican  
Conference on Indian Aging in 
Helena this December.
Another conference on Indian ag­
ing scheduled for April in Billings will 
be federally funded and feature 
nationwide representatives.
"Total candor with the press—or 
anyone else, for that matter—is not 
one of the traits most presidential 
candidates find entirely desirable in 
their key staff people. Skilled profes­
sional liars are as much in demand in 
politics as they are in the advertising 
business..  ."—Hunter S. Thompson 







SIGN UP IN UC 
Sponsored by 
Programming Services
1. L08T OR FOUND
REWARD: FOR Brandy. 2 year old German Shepard. 
Dark with tan collar. Please call 543*7840 after 6 
p.m. i6-4p
FOUNO: RED wool cap at 200 block of South 8th 
West 10/22. Pickup at Kalmin Business Office.
16-4f
FOUND: RED, white, and blue wool mittens. Claim 
in Kalmin Business Office. 18*4f
FOUND: ONE pair of glasses, at October Fest. 243- 
4463. 15-4f
LOST: GOLD class-ring with initials, P.H.1975. 
Taken from Men's Room at the library. Please 
return to Kalmin. No Questional 14-3p
LOST: MONDAY in LA. 103. Financial Accounting 
Book. Please call 2316. 14-3p
LOST: KEY ring at Jerry Johnson's. If found, please 
call 543-4357. Reward. 14-3p
FOUND: FEMALE Husky/Malamut dog about one 




The U.S. Forest Service will accept 
applications for summer jobs 
between Jan. 1 and Feb. 15.
The applications must be sent to 
the appropriate Regional Office or 
Research Experiment Station. Ap­
plicants may apply to only one 
region of the forest system or to one 
experiment station.
Copper Commons 
will stay open later
Copper Commons will remain 
open until midnight seven days 
per week for a two-week trial 
period, the Student Union Board 
announced yesterday.
The trial will run from Oct. 26 
through Nov. 8, according to 
University Center Director Ray 
Chapman. Service will be res­
tricted to self-service Items only 
after 10:30 p.m.
Closing time has been 11 p.m.
CONGRATULATIONS CINCINNATI! 16-1p
THE EXECUTIVE board of the I.H.G.C. hereby 
notifies Charles Randall Travis that his 
membership application has been rejected. 
Appeals may be submitted on Nov. 5,1975. 16-1 p
M.D. 37: wants to get married. Would like to meet 
attractive, intelligent girl 20 to 28. If Interested, 
please send picture and Information to 812 
Levering Ave. Apt. 549, Los Angeles, Cal. 90024.
16-2p
FALL SEARCH: Nov. 14, 15, & 16. Applications 
available as of this Sunday. Newman Center. Must 
have your $10 fee. 16-1c
FOR MORE FUN IN YOUR LIFE, come to 1000 Block 
West Central, Msla., ML, and rent THE SURREY. 
$1.50 for % hr., $2.50 for 1 hr. 16-1p
TO JANE from Tom—Meet me at Eight Ball Billiards 
for 754 Pitchers from 11 to 6. 16-1c
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely 
confidential listening. Student Walk-In. Student 
Health Service building, Southeast entrance. 
Every evening from 8:00 to 12:00 p.m. Daytime 
hours, room 176 in Student Health Service from 
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 16-1c
IMS still missing 
$2,000 in films
Seven films, worth about $2,000, 
are still missing from the University 
of Montana film library, Media 
Reference Librarian John Hen­
drickson said yesterday.
The missing films include Algae, 
The Trial of Socrates, Ancient Africa, 
Justice Delayed and Justice Denied 
and Some Are More Equal Than 
Others.
They were stolen between Oc­
tober, 1974 and last April, Hen­
drickson said.
Each time a film is stolen Instruc­
tional Materials Service personnel 
call the UM security office and local 
police to search for fingerprints. Ac­
cording to Hendrickson they have 
neither caught a film thief nor had 
any suspects.
To decrease the possibility of film 
theft IMS has established "a satelite 
office” in the Liberal Arts building 
where professors can check out and 
return films.
Hendrickson said the new system 
will "greatly cut down the thefts."
Other places that films are stolen 
from are the Old Library and the Ven­
ture Center. People could steal the 
films just before or after the films 
have been shown, Hendrickson said.
GIRLS NEEDED: for Utah Ski Trip. Sign-up at 
Program Council, U.C. 104. Deposit due Oct. 24.
____________________   16-1c
U.M. UTAH SKI TRIP. Alta, Park City, Snowbird. 
Sign-up in Program Council Office. For info, call 
Rick at 243-6661. 16-1c
EAT TURKEY IN UTAH. U.M. ski trip. Leave Nov. 26. 
return Nov. 30. Cost: $58, includes lodging and 
transportation. Sign-up at Program Council 
Office. 16-1c
NEED A BAIL BOND? Contact LeRoy M. White, 
Inland Bonding Co. 543-4105 Day or Nitell i5-2p
FREE TICKETS to Merle Haggard. Win Billiards 
Tournament—Sunday 7 p.m. Oct. 26—Recreation 
Center in U.C. 14-3c
NEED YOURSELF7HI WANT HELP FINDING YOU? 
Student Walk-In. SE entrance, SHS Bldg. Every 
evening 8-12. Every day 9-5 room 176. 13-4c
I BUY STEREO turntables, amps., tape recorders, 
speakers. Thomas Robinson, 740 So. Higgins, No. 
2. 13-4p
LANDLORD PROBLEMS?
Let Consumer Relations Board handle your 
complaints. Contact SAC, U.C. 105. 12-5c
B ILLIARDS — 8 -B a ll — M ixed Doubles 
Tournament, Sunday, Oct. 28, 7 p.m. Sign up In 
Recreation Center at U.C. 12-50
FREE STORYTIME on Saturdays at Children's 
Bookshop, No. 10 Hammond Arcade. 16-4p
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie 
Kuffel, 728-3845 or 549-7721 or Joe Moran, 549- 
3385 or 543-3129. 7-36c
WOMEN'S PLACE health educatlon/counseling, 
abortion, birth contro l, pregnancy, V.D. 
counseling, crisis, rape relief. M-F 2-8 p.m. 1130 
West Broadway 543-7606. 5-tfc
4. HELP WANTED
NEEDED: PATIENT tutor for organic chemistry, 
biochemistry, physics. 543-7894. l4-3p
WANTED: FOSTER parents for developmental^ 
disabled children, age 1-13 years, support funds 
available. 728-1543. i3-4p
WE DONT WANT YOUI Unless you feel you're 
worth more than $2.00/hr. Part-time work leading 
to Career Position. Northwestern Mutual Life 728- 
6699,721-2270. 7-16p
5. WORK WANTED
WILL DO typing in my home. Ph. 542-2024.
14-4p
8. TYPING
LYNN'S RUSH typing. 549-8074. 1 1-32p
TYPING ACCURATE; thesis experience. 543-6835. 
___________  ■ ■ 6-37p
9. TRANSPORTATION
RIDE NEEDED: to BOZEMAN. Friday afternoon, 
after 4 p.m. Return Sunday afternoon. 549-5882.
18-1f
NEED RIDERS: to Bozeman Friday at noon. Call: 
728-2866. Mary. 16-1 f
RIDE NEEDED to Kalispell—One female. 721-1833. 
Friday 10/24. i5-2f
RIDE NEEDED to EUGENE area. Anytime after 
Friday. Will share expenses. 543-4284 after 5.
14-4f
NEED A ride to Great Falls Friday, 10/24. Will share 
expenses. Contact Jesse at 381 Duniway. 243- 
5079. 13-4f
11. FOR 8ALE
BOOTS: Koflack 9% M double-lace; good lor X- 
country w/Sllveretta binding $7.50. Also, 
TURNTABLE Girard-50, barely used $15.00. 
MEXICAN WOVEN RUG, gold, 8' round, $10 or 
Offers! 722-4478. 16-2p
DOWN JACKET: new, never worn. Men's medium, 
navy. 1 lb. 9 oz. with 9.5 oz. of down. $45.721-1356, 
after 5:30. i6-4p
CR 125 HONDA ELSINOR. $700.°° 721-1315.
_____________________________________ 16-5p
170 cm. SKIIS & bindings. 728-4939, eve.
_____________________________________ 16-2p
STEREO. Good condition. If Interested call Sue 721- 
1481. l5-2p
DIAMOND RING) Best offer. 543-3764. 15-4p
1975 4% HORSE MERCURY OUT-BOARD 543- 
3764. 15-4p
5-STRING GIBSON BANJO. Mint cond. 243-2739. 
461 Jesse Hall. Ask for Mark. l4-4p
UNUSUAL NEW HOME: 2 bdrms, 1V4 baths, family 
room. $40,000. 2218 Rattlesnake Dr. 13-4p
1972 FORD, Econoline Club Wagon, 300 cubic inch 
engine. Heavy duty components throughout. 
Radio and high output heater. 549-3725 after 3:30.
__________   13-5p
TENNIS RACQUETS: new and used, cheapest 
prices In town. 243-4675, 243-2768. 13-4p
RACQUET-STRINGING: professional, cheapest 
prices in town! 243-4675 or 243-2768. 13-4p
15. WANTED TO BUY
BUYING ANTLERS—All kinds—Top price. 549- 
0704, after 5:00. i6-2p
PAIR OF medium size Rottefella X-C ski bindings. 
549-4606, Sue. 13-4p
19. PETS
PUPPY: TO a good home. White, male, 7 mo., call: 
721-1305. i6-4f
20. MISCELLANEOUS
RUGS, CHAIRS, lamps, much more, plus always fair 
prices at Horse Trader Antiques. 2327 So. Ave. 
Kitty-corner to Howard's Pizza. 13-4p
DANCE CLASSES—Elenita Brown. Internationally 
trained-experienced teacher. Groups for all ages. 
Ballet & Character, Modern, African & Jazz, 
Spanish. Pre-Dance for small children. 728-1683 
or 1-777-5956. 3-19c
The little tramp falls in 





PLUS, BUGS BUNNY 
IN "HARUM-SCARUM!"
CRYSTAL THEATRE 
515 SOUTH HIGGINS 
SHOWS AT 7 & 9:15 P.M.
75c PITCHERS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 11 am-6 pm 
— AND —
SUNDAY MONDAY
$1.00 Pitchers 1 pm-8 pm $1.00 Pitchers 11 am-6 pm 
i / 2 Price Pool All Vs Price Pool All
Day & All Night. Day & All Night.
Good Friends (
©
'^ l^G et Together Atu
Eight Ball Billiards
_  3101 Russell
PUMMMMMMMMMiMUPMlMMMMMMMli
265 W. Front
PAMELA MANN (Reviewed in Playboy) 
and LOVE PILL Premier)
BOTH FEATURES RATED XXXX I
[ Do Not Attend If 
Offended By 
r Sexual Frankness
Shows From 11 A.M.
Frl. ft Sat. I 
Lata Show 11 P.M. j
montana




Despite a housing boom In Missoula for 
the past two years, students are having 
difficulties finding off-campus housing.
Records from the Missoula City Building 
Inspector’s office show that from January,
1974, to July, 1975, 580 new residences 
were built. This includes 34 duplexes, 32 
four-plexes and other larger-unit 
arpartment buildings.
In an average year, 50 to 60 residences 
are built, Joe Durham, city building 
inspector, said.
Yet, rental agencies and the newspaper 
have a limited supply of listings, and some 
students say they cannot find a place to 
rent.
Of four rental agencies telephoned, two 
said available rental housing was about the 
same as last year. Two other agencies 
reported that although they had no 
concrete evidence there seemed to be 
fewer listings this year.
Dave H ill, Student Action Center 
director, said the student off-campus 
housing service has had few listings this 
summer and fall.
"Housing listings we maintain change 
every day,” Hill said. “The better the 
housing, the faster it goes. Unfortunately, 
most of the remaining listings are 
dilapidated houses and crummy trailers.”
A survey taken by the post office in May,
1975, indicated that Missoula had an 
overall vacancy rate of 1.5 per cent, or 310 
unoccupied residences.
But in July, 1974, Missoula's overall 
vacancy rate was 2.2 per cent, according to 
the survey.
Four factors might explain the sudden 
housing shortage: an Increase In UM 
enrollment, an increase in county 
population, a trend toward fewer residents 
per housing unit and freshmen living off 
campus.
According to Philip Bain, University of 
Montana director of admissions and 
records, the University enrollment has 
increased by about 200 since last year.
This is not an official figure, Bain said, 
because the enrollment for the entire 
university system is not computed until the 
fifth week of classes.
Few Students Live On Campus
Two per cent fewer people are living in 
the dormitories this year, Tom Hayes, 
director of Residence Halls, said. "This is 
the first year freshmen haven't been 
required to live on campus," he said.
Last year, 2,354 students lived in 
dormitories, compared with 2,302 this year.
This year, Married Student Housing had 
room to accept only 122 applicants for 
living quarters. But last year, 55 more units 
were available because of a higher turnover 
of residents.
In addition, fewer people are living in 
more houses, according to a housing study 
prepared by the Missoula City-County 
Planning Board.
The study explained that in 1974, the 
average household size in Missoula was 
2.95 persons. According to the 1970 
census, Missoula’s average household size 
was 3.08.
"A change of a tenth of a per cent a year is 
a significant shift," Tom Herrick, housing 
planner, said.
The 1975 housing study attributed the 
decrease in household size to a larger 
student population, declining birth rates 
and a general tendency toward more single 
person households, particularly among the 
elderly.
Housing Quality A Problem
The study also indicated the quality of 
existing housing is another major housing 
problem.
A recent survey, done by the planning 
board, indicated that 5,000 of the 19,413 
residences in Missoula needed repair.
Du r ha m sa id  t h e re  wer e f ew 
condemnations within the past two years.
“ People don’t have places to live if their 
houses are condemned," he said. “ If there 
are problems, we usually get after the 
landlords to repair the buildings."
A contributing factor to the housing 
shortage could be a slight population 
increase.
Records from the Montana Power Co. 
show an increase of 265 customers from 
January 1974 to August 1975. Each new 
hookup serves about 3.5 to 4 persons, a 
Montana Power official said.
cont. on p. 12
By CARRIE HAHN
Special to the Montana Kalinin
Dave strained to catch the words as the 
landlady continued with her complaint. In a 
heavy accent, she was telling Dave Hill, 
Student Action Center director, about 
some messy and noisy students to whom 
she had rented.
"When I go down and talk to them and 
ask them to be quiet, they just laugh at me,” 
she recounted with frustration.
Hill informed her of her rights to evict, 
and promised he would write a letter to the 
students.
Hill’s letter, combined with the landlady's 
new knowledge that she, too, had rights, 
helped to resolve the problem.
Hill, whose office mediates eight to 12 
landlord-tenant problems per week, said 
ignorance was at the root of most of the 
skirmishes. He cited landlords’ lack of 
knowledge that they could evict tenants for 
various reasons, and tenants' lack of 
knowledge of security deposit laws as the 
source of most problems.
Copies of the Montana Security Deposit 
Law are on file in the SAC offices. The law 
defines a security deposit as money given 
by a tenant to a landlord to assure payment 
of rent or to cover any damage to the living 
quarters.
According to the law, the landlord can 
deduct the unpaid rent and the cost of 
damages from the security deposits.
It also states, “No person may deduct or 
withhold from the security deposit any 
amount for purposes other than those set 
forth in this subsection."
Although SAC has helped students 
recover deposits kept unfairly or illegally 
by landlords, it has also defended 
landlords who needed the deposit money 
to cover extensive damage done to the unit, 
Hill said.
He brought out correspondence from 
one such case.
Hill Alto Takes Landlords' Sides
A student came into the SAC offices 
Aug. 4 and complained that a landlord 
had kept a $200 deposit and refused to talk 
to him or explain why the deposit would not 
be returned.
Hill then wrote to the landlord, explained 
the complaint and asked for his side of the
story. He received an immediate response. 
The landlord wrote that several hundred 
dollars worth of damage had been done to 
the unit and that he could and would 
produce carpenter and plumber bills to 
verify that the work done on the unit 
exceeded the $200 damage deposit he had 
kept.
Hill, on Aug. 14, wrote to the student, 
who had moved into a new place in 
Missoula, and explained the response he 
had received from the landlord.
He closed by saying "Given this 
situation, it appears to us that your case is 
not too solid against him. However, if you 
are still interested in pursuing the matter, 
please let us know."
The matter was dropped.
Hill said, however, that students use the 
SAC landlord/tenant services much more 
than landlords do. Many of the cases are 
complaints against over-zealous or 
“nitpicking" landlords, according to Hill.
Tenant Has Right To Privacy
A case Hill is working on now deals with a 
student complaint that his landlord keeps 
popping in at strange hours, several times a 
month, for "inspection," Hill said.
Such invasions of privacy are prohibited 
by R.C.M. 47, Sec. 93 9701, which states the 
landlord must visit at a reasonable hour. If a 
tenant refuses him admittance, he may not 
force a door or window, nor may he use his 
key without being guilty of illegal entry.
SAC has published a pamphlet called 
Landlord-Tenant Legal Rights.
Copies of the pamphlet, as well as copies 
of the SAC model lease, are available in the 
SAC offices.
The pamphlet explains tenants’ and 
landlords' legal rights.
It tells what items to include in a lease to 
avoid problems during the tenants’ stay.
It also lists responsibilities of both 
parties, including warnings to the tenant 
that he needs the landlord's permission 
before he can sublet. It also explains the I 
the tenant can have things in the unit 
repaired and can deduct the amount it cost 
from his rent, should the landlord be 
uncooperative.
Hill said that holding back rent only is 
advised by SAC as the final alternative.
cont. on p. 12
L an d lo rd s , ten an ts  need  
increased  c o m m u n ic a tio n
By JOYCE JAMES
Montana Kalmln Reporter
Anxiety and mistrust seem to prevail as 
Missoula landlords and University of Montana 
students say better communication is needed 
between the two.
Several landlords and renter spokesmen 
expressed concern that the fledgling Missoula 
landlords association could create more 
problems in an already critical housing 
situation.
Ellen Johanson, former real estate agent, 
said she decided to organize the Missoula 
landlords' association to improve conditions 
between landlords and renters.
"I didn't realize such bad relations existed 
between renters and landlords," Johanson 
said.
‘‘I hope the association will upgrade 
landlords, and I feel the students will benefit 
tremendously from the association."
Collin Bangs, Steinbrenner Real Estate 
Agency employe and co-owner of 15 rental 
units, said there is a "definite need” for an 
information source for small landlords. 
However, he said a landlords’ association 
could cause problems.
"Landlords' associations have often hurt 
more than helped in a community," he said.
“ In other states, associations have actually 
created more animosity between landlords 
and tenants.
"They have the potential to create more 
problems for renters by starting blacklists, 
fixing rent, asking for a higher security deposit 
or asking for unreasonable rent."
However, Bangs said there is a definite need 
for an upgrading organization. “ Many 
landlords w ith just a few units are 
unprofessional and unknowledgeable," he 
said.
“These landlords need an information 
source to keep abreast of landlord-tenant 
laws.
“ Big landlords probably will not join the
association because they are more apt to keep 
informed about landlord-tenant laws and 
many are professional realtors.”
Mary Neta Malmin, who has been active in 
form ing the association, agreed the 
association could cause problems.
"There are a lot of radical people in the 
association,” Malmin, owner of the Dickson- 
Thomas Rental Service, said.
“ If the organization were to get in the wrong 
hands, it could do a lot of bad things."
She did not elaborate on this statement. 
However, she did defend the association’s 
right to hold closed meetings.
Malmin defends closed meetings
"Other organizations, such as the Eagles, 
don't let the public attend their meetings," 
Malmin said.
“Landlords should be able to meet in private, 
too.
“Many members are non-conformists and 
public exposure of differences of opinion 
could endanger the new organization. 
Discussion about what bylaws to adopt will 
probably involve personal conflicts and public 
viewing of this could cause hard feelings.”
The third meeting of the association, 
tentatively scheduled for Nov. 19, will be 
closed to the public, Malmin said. In the future 
some of the meetings will be open to the 
public, she said.
The association is not trying to exclude 
students, she said. She pointed out that Leroy 
Berven, a student property owner, had 
attended the Oct. 14 organizational meeting.
Berven, a senior in chemistry and history- 
political science, said he attended both 
meetings. According to him, the landlords are 
sincerely trying to solve problems. .
“There was an overriding attitude of trying 
to improve relationships," he said.
“The association is being organized to help 
people be good landlords and good renters."
Berven said he owns a house with a 
basement apartment.
Klaus Sitte, an attorney with Missoula- 
Mineral County Legal Services, also 
expressed concern about the association's 
closed meetings.
"The association, by holding unannounced 
closed meetings, is apparently being secretive 
to avoid tenant infiltration,” he said.
"A representative for low-income people 
and students should definitely be included in 
the organization. This could be Dave Hill, 
someone from the Human Resource 
Development Council or myself."
Lawyer wants to join association
Sitte expressed disappointment in not being 
asked to join the association.
“ I handle more landlord-tenant cases than 
any other Missoula lawyer because many 
students eligible for legal aid," he said.
"I feel this involvement with student rental 
problems has made me something of an expert 
of landlord-tenant disputes. Hopefully, the 
association will alleviate problems for Legal 
Services.”
L. Keith Nichols, owner of several rental 
units, said tension already exists between 
landlords and tenants and that organizing the 
groups could make the situation worse.
"I would hate to see landlords and renters 
polarize into two opposing armed camps," he 
said. “However, a landlords association has 
been coming for years.
"There has been a definite shift in the 
tenant's attitudes. The renter feels he is going 
to get screwed so he acts accordingly. This 
puts the landlords on the defensive.
“Apartment renting is a time-consuming 
process and it is easy for a landlord to get 
bogged down. An incredible amount of 
damage can be done innocently, and I have a 
terrible time getting service and parts.”
Johanson said the association was set up to 
improve relations and provide information for 
landlords. She explained that the group will be 
strictly voluntary and nobody will be dictated 
to.
“We are not trying to create but alleviate 
problems.” she said. “Most people want to be 
good landlords, although some are bad.
Lack of knowledge causes problems
“ Much of the misunderstanding on both 
sides is due to lack of knowledge and not 
deliberate maliciousness," Johanson said. 
“Students often don’t know how to be good
renters because they are away from home for 
the first time and aren't used to responsibility.
“ Landlords often don’t mean to do 
something illegal, but just don't know or 
understand all the laws concerning landlord- 
tenant relations.
“Most owners are smaH landlords with only 
one or two rental units. They suffer invasion of 
privacy by renting their basement and have the 
hassle of keeping the places rented and 
repaired. These people just want renters to 
pay the rent and not destroy the property."
Hill agreed that the landlord is not always 
the bad guy. When mediating a renter's 
complaint against a landlord, he said, “ I try to 
get both sides of the story.
“ I usually have good results mediating 
complaints. About 8 to 10 complaints a week 
can be handled by giving advice or making a 
phone call to clarify something. However, 
every week two or three complaints require 
formal procedures, which involve filing a 
formal complaint.”
Sitte said most renter complaints that go to 
court involve the same landlords.
“A handful of landlords cause most of the 
problems and are consistent vio lation 
repeaters,” the Legal Services lawyer said.
“ I saw some of these landlords at the 
meeting I attended as guest speaker. This is 
encouraging, but the worst offender, who 
currently has 13 suits filed against him, was 
not present.”
Johanson, who stepped down as chairman 
of the new organization, said the association 
might indirectly influence offending landlords 
who are not members.
"Renters could protect themselves by 
renting only from association members,” she 
said. “Also, when someone sees several of his 
neighbors fixing up their property, he may feel 
ashamed and fix up his property too.”
“The association will definitely set up an 
arbitra tion committee to investigate 
complaints by either landlords or tenants,” the 
landlady said.
“This committee will hear grievances, check 
the situation and make recommendations to 
settle the complaint.”
Potential committee members include an 
attorney, landlords, student and non-student 
renters and possibly a representative of the 
university's administration, she said.
“ I think SAC and the association should 
work together,” she said.
“Landlords need student renters and renters 
need a place to live."
Landlord discrimination evident in Missoula
By RICH ECKE
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Anti-student renting practices prevail in 
Missoula, Dave Hill, Student Action Center 
director, said last week.
SAC, funded by ASUM, provides students 
with a free student rental listing service and 
tries to help solve problems between student 
tenants and landlords.
In one recent example, Hill said, a UM coed 
who preferred not to wear a bra was evicted by 
her landlady.
When the landlady’s husband saw the bra- 
less young woman bouncing down her 
apartment steps, the landlady decided to evict 
her, Hill said. He added that the woman had no 
legal power to prevent this.
Klaus Sitte, Montana Legal Services lawyer, 
also said students have almost no legal power 
to prevent discrimination against them either 
when obtaining or when retaining rental 
housing.
Montana Legal Services is a federally 
funded, non-profit group that often represents 
low-income persons in landlord-tenant court 
fights.
A glance at the classified section of the 
Missoulian is a good indication of the extent of 
discrimination against student renters.
This summer, a number of house and 
apartment listings contained the phrases "no 
students," “couples only" and “no students or 
pets."
Problems With Student Tenants Cited
Another landlord, Ellen Johanson, who 
used to manage Aero Realty, said she saw 
“terrible problems, especially with students," 
when she worked there.
She said students often damaged property, 
because "a lot don't know how to take care of a 
place.”
Johanson said she would not rent to “dirty, 
long-haired ■ students,” because: “ if they 
couldn’t take care of themselves, they couldn’t 
take care of an apartment."
Landlady Mary Neta Nalmin said last week 
she does not dislike having student renters, 
but will not let them have keggers or “engage 
in premarital escapades” at her apartments.
Hill said some landlords even call the SAC 
office to have a rental unit listed with the 
service and then say they will not rent to 
students.
He added that SAC doesn’t accept listings 
from these landlords since “SAC listing is for 
the benefit of the students."
The lists are posted outside the ASUM 
offices in the University Center.
Hill said that while SAC does what it can to 
help students find housing, the landlord 
legally is free to rent to whomever he prefers.
Sitte said a landlord in Montana is limited 
only by a federal law banning discrimination 
on the basis of race, color, religion, sex or 
national origin.
Title VIII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act states: 
"It shall be unlawful to discriminate against 
any person in the terms, conditions, or 
privileges of sale or rental of a dwelling, or in 
the provision of services of facilities in 
connection therewith, because of race, color, 
religion or national origin.”
Congress later added a prohibition against 
sex discrimination as well.
Outright refusal to rent to someone of a 
particular race, sex, color or religious belief, or 
more subtle attempts to discriminate, such as 
charging higher rent to blacks than to whites, 
would be illegal according to this federal law.
The only exception to the law would be in 
sex discrimination cases, Sitte said, in which a 
court may rule the discrimination legal if a 
good reason is shown.
Sitte said an example of legal sex 
discrimination is a men’s rooming house that 
has communal restroom facilities in which 
women would not be allowed.
Housing Law Enforcement Difficult
Enforcement of the federal law is possible 
only in the most blatant examples, he said, 
because discrimination is hard to prove.
“ I have not handled a single discrimination 
case this year,” Sitte said.
“Only a stupid landlord would say, 'I'm 
kicking you out because you’re an Indian.’ I 
can’t imagine a landlord being that dumb."
Illegal discrimination can, and probably 
does occur in Missoula, Sitte said. A landlord 
can give a great number of irrelevant reasons 
to the prospective tenant about why he was 
denied the rental unit and in that way evade the 
law, he explained.
A secretary for B&B Rentals, a Missoula 
rental service, said last week that she knew of 
no such illegal acts by Missouia landlords 
listed by her agency.
Persons who believe they have been 
discriminated against may contact SAC, 
Montana Legal Services or may file a 
complaint with the United States Department 


















In-Dash Cassette Stereo 
Entertainment Center with 
Weatherband. With AM FM 
pushbutton Stereo Radio.
Model 351OA
In-Dash Stereo Cassette 
Player with high sensitivity 
AM/FM Stereo Radio. Auto­
matic FM Stereo switching.
Model 9230
Converts any Craig Car 
Stereo to Powerplay sound. 
Plug-in insta llation. Fully 
compatible with 4-speaker 
stereo matrix systems.
Free Powerplay 
Booster With Either 
of the Above Two Players
ELECTRONIC 
PARTS CO.
1030 South Ave. W. 
“Across from the 
Fairgrounds”
BIG JOHN’S SPECIAL
GERMAN SAUSAGE SANDWICH 
Reg. $1.59 FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY
$1.39
2 LOCATIONS—
540 Daly 1204 W. Kent
Across from a n d  Tremper’s
Jesse Hall Shopping Center
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A C R O S S 51 G et r i d  o f 13 E s t e r s  o f  o l e i c
52 Game show  p r i z e s a c id
1 P r o t e c t i v e  w a l l 53 C u sh io n 14 T e n a n ts
8  W here C o n g re s s 54 H ig h - s p e e d  p l a n e 21 New Z e a la n d
c o n v e n e s 55 Decay a b o r i g i n e
15 F a t ty 56 O f a  c e r t a i n  s p e e c h  24 Came i n t o  v iew
16 U s u a l ly  (3  wds.)_ so u n d 25 P o p u la r  c o c k t a i l
17 M errym aker 60 O b l i t e r a t i o n 26 J a z z  im p r o v is e r s
18 C a l l s  i t  a day 64 M iss P o w ell 27 M arry
19 M a lt  l i q u o r 65 W orker w i th  s e c r e t 33 Go: S c o t .
20 M ale s h e e p sy m b o ls 35 ------  T in  T in
22 C o l le g e  d e g re e s 66 S ta n z a s  o f  s i x 38 R u s s ia n  p l a i n s
23  P o se  a s  a m odel l i n e s 39 E x p lo r e r  o r  c a r
24 E x p r e s s in g  f e e l i n g 67 ------  M ill 40 S u r p a s s e s
28 S u f f i x :  f o l l o w e r  o f 41 F o rm e r UAR P r e s i -
29 U n d iv id e d D O W N d e n t ,  an d  f a m i ly
30 H a rb o rs  f o r  y a c h ts 42 Team s u p p o r t e r s
31 By b i r t h 1 P o r t a b l e  s u n s h a d e 43 I n t e r r u p t  and
32 B ooks o f  a c c o u n t in g 2 "S w e e t ------ " b o t h e r
r e c o r d s 3 D id  c o n s t r u c t i o n 44 One who show s
34 Woman w i th  g r e a t w ork p r e f e r e n c e
pow er 4 I m i t a t e 45 P r e v io u s  d a y s
36 J a z z  p i a n i s t  Tatum 5 K ra k o w 's  c o u n tr y ( p o e t . )
37 H a w a iia n  fo o d ( a b b r . ) 48 Army c o p s
38  ------- f i z z 6 Com pass r e a d in g 57 C o l le g e  e n t r a n c e
42 B r in g  t o g e t h e r 7 T h o se  who c r e a t e exam
a g a in i n t e n s e  f e a r 58 C hem ical e n d in g
46 G reek  l e t t e r 8 V iv id  re d 59 F in n  i n  I n g r i a
47 In f la m e s  w i th  lo v e 9 P e e r  G y n t 's  m o th e r 61 P e l e g 's  so n
49 No, i n  S c o t la n d 10 " ------- and  M ike" 62 P e r fo rm  on
50 New Y ork tim e 11 B i b l i c a l  name s ta g e
( a b b r . ) 12 Type o f  e n g in e 63 O ru n k a rd
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ONE OF THE MANY CAUSES of the student housing shortage could be poor housing quality, ac­
cording to a Missoula City-County Planning Board housing study. “People don't have places to live if 
their houses are condemned," Joe Durham, city building inspector, said. (Montana Kalmin photo by 
Bob Wolfe)
Housing Shortage
cont. from p. 9
He explained such action usually destroys 
any sort of working relationship between the 
landlord and the tenant.
Court Case Is Last Alternative
Preserving a good landlord-tenant 
relationship, Hill said, is a SAC priority, and 
that is why the office attempts to avoid 
litigation,
“Taking things to court causes hard feelings 
and we try to avoid that," he said.
“Even with impersonal parties such as rental 
agencies, we cite the law and the violation, but 
do not actually threaten litigation. That is 
usually enough to make them respond."
Hill got out a letter from a woman who 
contacted the SAC In late September.
She had left a $50 deposit for a house with a 
rental agency on September 17. Two days 
later, the woman was informed by the agency’s 
office that she would have to find another
place, because her place had been given to 
another man.
The woman enclosed her receipt for the $50 
and asked Hill to help her.
Hill said he then called the agency and 
relayed the complaint and simply Informed the 
agency representative the agency was in 
violation of state law.
The agency claimed it had acted within its 
rights. Finally the spokesman told Hill he 
would look into it and call Hill back.
Before Hill received another call from the 
agency, the student had checked with the 
agency and was told there had been some mix- 
up and the place was hers.
Hill said this is the type of case his office 
often handles. He said students often only 
need someone with a knowledge of the law to 
intercede for them, and the situations clear up 
immediately.
Hill encouraged both landlords and tenants 
to familiarize themselves with the legal 
aspects of renting, emphasizing it would 
create better landlord-tenant relationships 
without as many hostilities.
cont. from p. 9
Statistics from the county treasurer show 
Missoula County gained an additional 402 
residential taxpayers in 1974.
Contractors and real estate agents report 
more Immigrants coming to Missoula In the 
past year.
There Is no concrete way to measure 
population growth between censuses. But the 
1970 census estimated Missoula's population 
would Increase 5,437 from 1970 to 1974.
If the population has increased to the 
estimated number, students could be the first 
to suffer from the shrinking housing supply.
Students Are Not Preferred Tenants
Tom Herrick, planner for the City-County 
Planning Board, said landlords would rather 
not rent to students if they could find year- 
round tenants. "It’s just a rational business 
calculation," he said.
"There undoubtedly is a shortage of lower- 
priced housing in Missoula. There’s always 
housing for sale or rent, but price is the critical 
question.”
Durham said most of the new apartment 
units, built in 1974 and 1975 would rent for 
about $175 or more a month, except for 
efficiency apartments, which would be about 
$125.
He said about half of the new homes are built 
to fill requests.
This would free older, lower-priced housing 
for rental or sale, he said, and indirectly should 
ease the low-cost housing shortage.
Darrel Twite, a Missoula contractor, said of 
the people he built new homes for, about 60 
per cent were renting out their old homes.
Three other Missoula contractors, Gramm 
Construction, Martin Development Co. and 
Tomlinson Construction Co., said their
customers were selling old houses for capital 
to finance new homes.
The City-County Planning Board’s housing 
study pointed out other housing problems in 
Missoula:
•  People with higher incomes occupy more 
than their share of low cost housing. For 
example, people w ith annual incomes 
between $11,000 and $14,000 a year occupy 42 
per cent of the housing that costs less than 
$120 per month while 42.1 per cent of 
Missoula's population earns less than $6,999 
annually.
•  It Is harder for landlords with houses In 
lower-quality neighborhoods to get financial 
backing to Improve or maintain their rental 
units. Lenders would rather put money into 
stable, higher quality neighborhoods.
•  If structures were remodeled and 
maintained they would provide more lower- 
cost housing than new construction.
Herrick said the landlord of an older house 
faces a dilemma. To keep the rental unit in 
good repair does not necessarily bring 
increased rents, but does raise the property 
taxes, he said. He added that, in the short run, 
rental housing maintenance often does not 
pay.
Herrick said the planning board has applied 
for $400,000 in federal assistance to build 
additional low cost housing.
The money mainly would be used to build 
new housing for the elderly and to improve 
existing structures, he said.
Herrick said funds would not directly benefit 
students, but may free existing dwellings that 
students could rent.
"Missoula is 12th on the list of 25 Montana 
cities and towns that have applied for the 
money,” Herrick said.
“Missoula has about a 50/50 chance of 
receiving the funds."
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HUE THOMAS, 22 MYRA THOMAS, I I  
A General Film Corp Release [R] Etttma Color
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SIRLOIN
STEAK $ 3 2 5  1
11 oz. Steak, Baked Potato, Sour Cream, 
n IB Salad, Dressing and Coffee.
T.G.I.F. PARTY
3 p.m.-6 p.m.
75$ Pitchers 25$ Highballs 
In The LIBRARY
J C e id e lh a u s
FROM 12:30 P.M. THUR.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
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the most highly acclaimed film of the year
RESTRICTED
“shampoo is the 
most virtuoso example of 
sophisticated kaleidoscopic farce 
that american moviemakers 
have ever come up withr
— p iu lln r le rl. new >w irr m«»aifa*
“th e  ‘la dolce vita’ 
for the  1970’s”
— Judith crist, new york magazine
w arren beatty 
julie christie • goldie hawn
OPEN 6:50 P.M. 
“Shampoo" at 
7:10 and 9:30
from Columbia Pictures A Persky-Brlghl/Vlsla Feature
The BRRUllful
ROXY
543-7341
